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SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS ON PROPOSED YUCCA MOUNTAIN HIGH LEVEL
'7 <WASTE REPOSITORY

tj Last summer, the members and consultants of the ACRS Waste Management
Subcommittee visited the Yucca Mountain Site for the proposed high level
radioactive waste repository. During that visit, the members provided,
to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) personnel a list of questions
that they wished to have addressed. Subsequently, DOE submitted re- 
sponses to these questions, and the Subcommittee Chairman, in turn,
requeted that each of the consultants who made the Yucca Mountain visit.

t rev2dd and comment on the DOE responses.

\A ;of this date, comments have been received from Drs. Konrad B. Kraus-
opf, Carson Mark and Mihailo D. Trifunac. A review of these

' iconsultants' comments by the ACNW Chairman indicates that, in general,
\q the DOE responses are adequate. There are several areas, however, on

which members of the ACNW would like to comment, not in the sense ofA\ requesting additional responses from DOE, but to assure that DOE is
aware of these outstanding questions. These areas include the
following:

1. Dr. Krauskopf has asked whether enough attention is being
given to the nature of the sorbing surfaces relative to the
retardation in the movement of radionuclides. The primary
point he wants to emphasize is that when rock is crushed or
broken for use in sorption experiments, the freshly exposed
surfaces may be quite different from the weathered rock. He
has asked also whether there are any plans to try to validate
the laboratory results with in-situ experiments.

2. Both Dr. Mark and Dr. Trifunac addressed the matter of the
p-tential impacts of underground nuclear explosions at the
Nevada Test Site on the level of the groundwater in the
*.:inity of the proposed repository. Dr. Mark emphasized the
icessity of monitoring the water level to determine if it is
'-.;ted; he suggested also that if a change in plans called

-,-he testing of larger devices, DOE should be required to
..,;a.trate that the tests would not result in unacceptable
^ects. Dr. Trifunac called for an examination of why the
i-i table, about two miles northwest of the proposed site,
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rises so suddenly. He called also for an examination of what
causes a sudden drop in the water table as one approaches the
repository site, and how natural causes, as well as under-
ground nuclear explosions, could change the present equilib-
rium.

3. Dr. Mark encouraged DOE to examine more carefully the existing
data on the migration of radionuclides from the underground
explosion cavities at the Nevada Test Site. He believes that
such an examination would provide additional insight on the
movement of radionuclides within the tuff medium.

4. Dr. Trifunac suggested that the current work might be expanded
to correlate more specifically the relationships between the
observed stress patterns and the inferred geological displace-
ments. This might provide guidance on how one could extrapo-
late for possible movements of the geological blocks in the
area. This, in turn, would help identify the 10,000 year
seismic risk and provide constraints on estimates of the risks
from volcanism.

Copies of the letters from each of these three consultants are enclosed.

These comments are being relayed to you for informational purposes only,
and the ACNW believes this brings the matter to a conclusion. No
response to the ACNW on the part of the NRC staff is necessary.

Sincerely,

Raymond F. Fraley
Executive Director

Enclosures:
1. Letter from Konrad B. Krauskopf, ACRS Consultant, dated February

12, 1988
2. Letter from Carson Mark, ACRS Consultant, dated February 20, 1988
3. Letter from M. D. Trifunac, ACRS Consultant, dated February 29,

1988

cc: Robert Bernero, NMSS
Robert Browning, NMSS
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Dear Ower.:

Here are t conments you requested in your memo of 28 January, on DOE responses

to eig-t questions we posed during our meeting with DOE in Las Vegas last July.

1. Seerns o me this ar.swer is satisfactory. I like the intended use of several
concetual models ad dfferent mathematical techniques to describe the odels. Also I
like the e-hasic on getting profecEional judgment about predictions from the odels,
from partier both within and outside of the Commission. For y taste there should have

bpen more elhasis on the item labeled (4), "calibration of model predictions with data
obtained at the site", and ; would hope that the calibration will include in-situ eper-
iments, erhzps in -tunnel. The response would have pleased me more if a concretes

exam-le h been given of the use of some particular model, to illustrate the many
generu'izations, bt expect this is aking too uch.

2. hve no expertise in fora.l probabilistic analysis, so my comments are prob-
abiy not relevant. The use of both probability and bounding-value analyses as a basis
for re ur-cnzle a :.rarce` sees einently sensible, but it's almoFt a truism -- what
other posibilitier ;re there: The danger of getting preposterous results by the use
of boundary values alone is properly emphasized. Here again a concrete example would

have helped me.

3. The response seems adequate in that existing data are described, but I'm amazed
that tie existin dta are apparently so meager. I'll look forward to the report that
is ronieed for eary next year."

4. ;tress fie'ds a their meaeurement are beyond my expertise. From a layman's
viewpoir.t, the response appears to be a good desciption of the state of present knowledge.
P.y onl,. coiplaint would be that the requested details of the calculations are not given.

5. he original CRS question is not given, but I imagine it involved more than a
mere lipting of references. I suppose the three named enclosures describe current :
thinking about volcanic activity and ground motion; without eeing them I can't comment.

6. This was my question, and the oral answer given at the las Vegas meeting was so
sketchy that I had real concern about the geochemical part of DOE's program. From the
written response here, I see that my worry was completely unfounded. The work under way
at LoE Alams sounds excellent; all the major geochemical questions pertinent to Tuca
Mountain are under aggressive attack. I like especially the use of several different
methods to measure retardation coefficients, the careful efforts to simulate ground-water
composition accurately, the work completed and planned on colloid formation, nd the
planned work on basic actinide chemistry to make possible identification of species nd
complexes in solution at very low concentrations. A couple of queries: I enough atten-
tion being given to the nature of the sorbing surfaces? When rock is crushed or broken

Enclosure 1
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for use in sorption experiments, the fresh exposed surfaces may be quite diffe itJ
the weathered, altered, or coated surfaces that solutions will encounter as tte e
through rock n place. Then is thought being given to the capacity of rock for'
aE well as the distribution coefficient? A rock might show a high coefficient r-
imentS with small aountF of solution, but till might not be able to sorb an Upiwio\able
quantity because the area of exchange ites was limited or because the sites were lrezady
occupied by other tronely sorbed ions. I wonder also if there are any plans to try to
validate labortory results with in-situ experiments? Such experiments are difficult
but I think might be wrth trying. I look forward to the promised SCP and the report on
collcid stabilit: ar.d charscteriza'ion.

7. This restonse senr erntirely adequate. he work already done on migration of
redioruclides from under;round explosion sites is impressive, and additional work is
plar.ned. 'r1 gl&6 to note the intended ephaEis on plutonium.

e. I havPn't given thiE much thought, but offhand it seems to me that for the
unsaturat-A zone the flux of ground water may indeed be a more inportant parameter than
travl ti-e. The reEronEe seems to e satisfactory in that the question is evidently
ur.d-r se-iou& csideration.

.n general think DOE did a good job in itE handling of our questions.

lVith bect regards,

Konrad B. };rauskopf
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Dr. D.W. Moeller _
Chairman
ACRS Subcommittee on Waste Management
U.S.N.R.C.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Mbeller,

This is in response to the memorandum from .S. Merrill, dated Jan 289
1988, in which he indicates that you requested to have the comments on the
answers to the questions which were generated during the July 29, 1987 meeting
of the ACRS Subcommittee on Waste Management. My comments regarding some
of these questions are as follows: '

Regarding Questions and 2: 1 see little semantic relationship between the
Question 1 as stated in the DOE letter by Maxwell B. Blanchard and the
ACRS statement of this question. The ACRS statement is clear ...'procedures
for determining performance ... should be carefully documented". We are
all aware of the uncertainties associated with the selection of various
parameters for the HLW repository and that there will be different proposed
methods for their selection. But, one can evaluate the proposed procedures
only if those are carefully documented. The ACRS statement (of this
question) clearly asks for documentation, and the DOE response could have
been simply that it will be provided?

Regarding Question 3: I suggest that this question be extended to examine also
why the water table, about two miles north-west of the proposed repository
site, rises to suddenly. One should examine (1) what causes such sudden
drop in the level of the water table as one approaches the repository site
and (2) how the natural causes (and UNE) can change the present equilibrium,
i.e. raise the water table elevation at the proposed site. In this respect
I see the studies of the fluctuations of the water table elevation, nduced
by UNE, as a useful vehicle to understand the physics of the problem,
but I consider the natural forces, not the UNE to be the key mechanisms
for changing the current state.

Regarding Questions 4: Perhaps the current work could be expanded to correlate
more specifically the relationships of the observed current stress
patterns (from measurements and from the fault plane solutions) and the
inferred geological displacements, to suggest how one could extrapolate for
possible movements of the geological blocks in the area. This in turn
would help (1) identify the 10,000 year seismic risk and (2) provide '

constraints on the estimates of the risk from volcanism.

Enclosure 3
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I will be happy to provide more detailed comments if the above is not

Sincerely,,

M.D. Trifunac
Professor

MDT/jn
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